
PAL University of Hertfordshire

Introduction 2 – Week 11 – January 2016 –

Aim & Objectives
• Introduction to PAL leaders

• Look at covered material

• Discussion about sessions to come

Introduction
In this session we will be preparing for what is to come in
Semester B and the up and coming PAL sessions, looking
at what has been covered and what will be covered. In this
session we’ll be introducing ourselves and what we plan for
you. We also aim to get feedback about what you expect
from PAL and explain what we can offer.

Exercise - Previous Material
There are previous worksheets and material at ‘http:
// homepages. herts. ac. uk/ ~ db12aba/ ’. Please have a
look through these and make sure that you are comfortable
with the material. By now, most, if not all of the concepts
seen should be familiar to you.

Exercise - Expectations
We would like to know what expectations you have from us
and what you would like to see in future sessions. These
are driven mostly by students where the material should
supplement work you are already comfortable with.

Write a list of any content/methods you have found useful
in the past and a list of content/methods you would like to
see in the future.

Resources & Further Reading
‘http: // homepages. herts. ac. uk/ ~ db12aba/ ’ – All
content from these sessions updated weekly.

‘http: // code. org/ ’ – A good resource testing your pro-
gramming skills.

‘http: // stackoverflow. com/ ’ – Highly recommended
online help for programmers (NOTE: Employers are in-
terested to know whether you’re an active member of this
site!).

‘http: // draw. io ’ – A very good, free online drawing tool
that exports to many formats, including ‘XML’ and ‘JPG’.
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